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quently transferred his beneficent activities to Sparta. The
biography of Nilus of Rossano1 (died 1005), founder of the
monastery of Grottaferrata, is instructive for lay and eccle-
siastical conditions in Italy in the tenth century. The saint's
life was full of varied activity; he lived as an ascetic Jn caves
held diplomatic interviews with marauding Saracens, resisted
extortionate Byzantine officials, and introduced Basi'lian rul-
ings into Italian monasteries.
Funeral orations are also a valuable source of biography.
Striking examples are those pronounced by Theodore of
the monastery of Studius (759-826) over his mother
Theoctista, who stands out as the type of pious but practical
Byzantine lady, and over his uncle Plato, abbot of the
Saccudion monastery, whose rules supplied a pattern to
Theodore for his own monastic reform. Michael Psellus
(1018-78?) delivered funeral speeches over the famous
Patriarchs of his own time—Michael Cerularius, Constan-
tine Leichudes, and John Xiphilinus. The letters of both
Theodore and Psellus also throw light on contemporary
conditions, while those of Michael Acominatus fa II4o~
1220), which he wrote when Archbishop of Athens depict
the plight of the city, whose inhabitants were clothed'in rags
and fed mainly on barley-bread.
Two special monographs of a historical character deserve
mention on account of their intrinsic interest. In goA the
Byzantine world was stirred at the news of the terrible sack
of Salonica by Saracen corsairs under their renegade leader
Leo of Tripolis. We have a graphic account of this event
from the pen of John Cameniates, a priest of the city who
with other members of his family was carried off into cap_
tivity. The account was written at Tarsus, where Cameniates
was awaiting exchange. The picture of the prosperity of
Salonica, with its surrounding non-Greek population is
well drawn. The sufferings of the 22,000 young of both
sexes in the heat and confinement of the galleys are described
with unsparing realism, as are the circumstances of their
sale into slavery at Chandax in Crete. Though not a man of
very high education, Cameniates writes in a tolerable style.
1 See  J. Gay, Ultalie meridionak et I'Empire  byzantin  (Paris, Pontemoing,
1904), pp. 268-86.

